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justice for the Irish natives outside Ulster. Land
reform to the Protestant farmer meant improvement
in the conditions - of tenure: to the Irish Catholic it
meant revolution : it meant in Fintan Lalor's phrase,
repeal of the conquest. The phrase ^repeal" is. a
just one because the revolution was carried into effect
by statute. Ulster farmers when they condemned
the revolution methods chose to ignore that the
benefits, which they shared, flowed from parliamentary
reforms that were refused to argument for decades
before they were conceded to violence. Irish landlords
up to the period when the revolution began had in-
finitely more power in Parliament than Irish tenants :
and one of their ablest spokesmen, Lord Palmerston,
condensed their views into the epigram that Tenant-
right meant Landlord-wrong. The landlords paid for
their attitude by extinction as a class; they turned what
might have been reform into revolution by unmeasured
use of the power which they possessed, especially
through the House of Lords, which unreservedly sided
with them. Merely constitutional action would never
have achieved what has been achieved by the subjugated
part of Ireland in the last two generations : neither
could it have been accomplished except by pressure
applied to the British constitutional machinery.
The Irish revolution was in its essence brought
about by an unarmed people who had of necessity
abandoned the appeal to arms. Among the blackest
days of the famine an attempt was made at insurrec-
tion by the Young Ireland party ^in 1848. That
attempt aimed simply at overthrowing British rule.
Ten years later, when the Fenian Society, or Irish
Revolutionary Brotherhood, was formed^ partly in
Ireland, partly in America, it took up again the idea
of resistance by physical force; but already the aim
was to destroy the landlord power as well as the
British rule. Fenianism developed chiefly after the
close of the American civil war had liberated many
Irishmen already veteran soldiers from the American

